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IM context in the DRC
ü The DRC is one of the countries in the world which has enormous 

potential in natural resources, especially vast forests.
ü Large country without adequate communication infrastructure

ü It recognises that any person with knowledge of illegal logging or any
illegal act of holding, selling or circulating a forest product to report it to
the administration (art 53)

ü Existence of a forest law enacted on 29th August 2002 and numerous 
implementing decrees including Ministerial Decree No. 102 of 16th June 
2009 laying down the rules and formalities of forest control

ü This decree considers the independent observer to be one of the very 
important stakeholders in the forest sector in that they must guarantee 
the credibility of forest control (art 49)

ü Existence of non-mandated IM since 2003 and mandated OI since 
2011 (REM and OGF)



Creation of RENOI-RDC (1/2)



Creation of RENOI-RDC

The creation of RENOI-RDC is part of result 3 of the CV4C
project relating to "Viable, constructive and sustainable
networks of well-informed local NSAs, with increased cross-
border cooperation and information exchanges"



Functioning

Basic text: the charter of 19 
November 2018

The plenary assembly: 
supreme body of the 

network and is composed of 
all the members

The executive secretariat: 
management body



Impact within civil society

Synergy between actions, information sharing, 
capitalisation of experiences, joint assignments, 
shared drafting of position papers and analyses

Taking ownership of transparency tools OTP 
and RTM/ForestLink

Effective advocacy (press briefings and support 
of legal action)



DIFFICULTIES AND CHALLENGES

ü No membership fee for member organisations

ü Lack of specific budget to fund the network's
activities. Several activities planned in the operational
plan were not carried out due to lack of resources.



PROSPECTS
ü Mobilise specific funding for the RENOI-RDC
platform;

ü Update the platform's operational plan;

ü Encourage members to contribute more;

ü Involve the members of the platform in forest
surveillance missions to provide them with the benefit
of expertise and therefore the action is more durable;

ü Empower members to effectively advocate mandated
IM recommendations;

ü Establish the link with an African independent forest
monitoring network (PA-OI)



CONCLUSION

ü Experience has shown that collective success is
sustainable over time. They are effective and very
quickly become a benchmark.

ü Joint and concerted action carried out by the
platforms for monitoring the extraction of natural
resources is better suited to the DRC, a vast
country with weak governance and lacking
communication infrastructures



www.observation-rdc.info
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